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Networking is cool again!
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Your Peers Are Here
Carriers + Cloud + Enterprise

ATTENDEE BREAKDOWN

50% Business / Architecture

50% Technical / DevOps

ATTENDEE POWER

33% Team Member

33% Influencer

33% Decision Maker
ONS2017 – In The Room Today

100% Top Enterprise Verticals

Top 5 Cloud Service Providers

Top 5 Service Providers

100% Top 5 Enterprise Infrastructure Vendors

100% Carrier Infrastructure Vendors

1/2 Global Mobile Subs Represented (Out of 4.9B)
Keynote Speakers
The Best in the Industry
Keynotes – Insightful & Visionary

1. Role of Networking in enabling 129 Billion transactions valued at $8.2 Trillion annually

2. Buzzwords like Containers, 5G, IOT, AI, VR enabled by Networking – Visionary Keynotes from Inventors of SDN, Mobile Technology & more

3. Data Center Networking’s role in transporting millions of airline passengers on a daily basis
Role of Networking in Molecular analysis to cure Cancer?

How some of the world’s largest Operators came together to launch the biggest open source project?

5G mandates Network Automation!
Simple Guide
To Learning
ONS 2017 – Birds Eye View - Tracks

MORNING KEYNOTES

CARRIER

DEVOPS
(Technical)

ENTERPRISE / CLOUD

BUSINESS / ARCHITECTURE

CARRIER
DEVOPS

ENTERPRISE
DEVOPS

GENERAL INTEREST

CARRIER
BUSINESS

ENTERPRISE
BUSINESS

EVENING KEYNOTES
Beyond the Tracks, please don’t miss….

Hackathons, Mini Summits
Education, Meetups
Exhibits, Solution showcase
Awards, Reception, Parties
The LF Headlines in an Open World

Reliance Jio joins as Platinum & stay tuned more members & ONAP Open to community

OPNFV Danube flowing well this week

New Networking Projects join the umbrella for Open Source Networking - DPDK, FRRouting